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TRADES  
& LIGHT  
WORKWEAR
ACTIVE
-
Setting your business apart from others in your field is key  
in these competitive times. 

Delivering quality workmanship, attention to detail and great 
customer service are all things that will help your business  
thrive, and this can all be emphasised by the professional look  
of your teams. 

B&C Collection styles are made to meet the industrial needs  
of small & medium sized enterprises, so your staff can look  
smart and be protected, with appropriate workwear, designed  
to ensure they are comfortable, whether they work indoors  
or outdoors.

High quality durable fabrics, ergonomic cuts delivering  
ease of movement, functional details designed especially  
to make our garments work hard for you, all come together  
in our essential styles. Available in a wide range of colours  
they are easily adapted to fit your corporate identity. 

Just add your logo to create the perfect calling card  
for your business.
B&C’s pan-European coverage guarantees availability  
and quick delivery, whilst stringent quality controls 
ensure total consistency – of quality, styling and colour.  
This means that you can be confident that each repeat  
order will be identical, whatever the timeframe.
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Designed for comfort, durability, functionality  
and a professional look, B&C essential workwear styles 
are designed to make your staff look and feel good in 
a range of environments. From carpentry to plumbing, 
decorating or general maintenance, we understand  
that you look for the right balance of value and quality 
and this is where our range comes into its own.

Choose for basic value T-shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts 
and jackets from the B&C Basic ID Line when you 
need to look after your budgets without compromising 
on quality. Combine these with functional workwear 
trousers to create the perfect uniform. Alternatively 
choose from our wider range of reference styles when 
you want greater style and functionality. 

>  Breadth of choice from Basic to Professional styles
> Durability, functionality and ease of care
> Wide range of colours and sizes 
> Consistent matching colours across ranges
> Quality, great to wear fabrics 
> Designed for decoration
> Affordability
> Availability and quick delivery
>  Consistency of styles and colours  

over time for your repeat orders

BUILDING  
& MAINTENANCE
BRAND BUILDING

SECURITY
IDENTIFY YOUR TEAM

B&C Safran Pocket
P. 203

B&C ID.203 50/50 
P. 286

B&C ID.601
P. 340

B&C Exact V-Neck
P. 168

B&C Sharp LSL /men
P. 250

B&C Corporate 3-in-1
P. 322

B&C Smart LSL /men
P. 238

B&C Safran
P. 198

Security is a growing business, whether it is  
for corporate offices, museums and theatres or clubs 
and music events, and this means different styles  
of uniform, but with one guiding principle – the need  
for authority and visibility. So if you operate a business 
that contracts security officers or staff you will  
want to ensure that you provide the right outfit  
for every situation, with your teams looking smart  
and recognisable in good quality, durable styles. 

From the classic look of the B&C - The Shirt Culture styles 
which will look great under any suit, to the more casual 
look of our polo shirts, there is sure to be a style  
to meet your need. Not forgetting our great jackets.  
B&C Outerwear Unit styles are all designed to be 
functional, stylish and they’re made to be decorated.

>  Classic styles with great cuts and quality details
>  Quality durable, comfortable fabrics
>  Consistent matching colours across ranges
>  Protective outerwear for all seasons
>  Designed for decoration
>  B&C Duo Concept, tailored for men and women
>  Availability and quick delivery
>  Affordability
>  Consistency of styles and colours  

over time for your repeat orders

AN INSPIRATIONAL SELECTION, SEE MORE ON EACH PAGE OF THE B&C CATALOGUE OR ONLINE: WWW.BC-FASHION.EU
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From the front office to the service bay, brand image  
and professionalism drive profitability in any automotive 
or engineering business, so you need to keep your teams 
looking and feeling their best with the right workwear, 
whatever their job. They need to feel comfortable  
to carry out their tasks with the right level of efficiency. 
They want durable garments that are easy to care for,  
you want them to look smart to give your business  
the professional image it deserves.

B&C Collection brings you functional essential workwear 
styles that are made to last thanks to quality fabrics 
and ergonomic details. They can keep you warm,  
keep you dry, keep you cool – whatever the environment 
your employees will be able to work effectively  
and comfortably, all day long, and they’ll always  
look their best.

>  Functional styles with ergonomic cuts 
>  Quality durable and comfortable fabrics
>  Wide range of colours and sizes
>  Consistent matching colours across ranges
>  Designed for decoration
>  Affordability
>  Availability and quick delivery
>  Consistency of styles and colours over time  

for your repeat orders

AUTOMOTIVE  
& ENGINEERING
SMARTLY TECHNICAL

GARDENING  
& LANDSCAPING
OUTDOOR PROTECTION

B&C Crew Bomber /men
P. 326

B&C Safran
P. 198

B&C Black Tie LSL /women
P. 242

B&C Real Plus /men
P. 320

B&C Hooded
P. 275

B&C Exact 190
P. 172

B&C Higlander+
P. 356

B&C Air
P. 338

When you work outdoors you want clothing that can 
withstand any challenges the weather throws your way, 
from the heat of summer to harsh winter conditions,  
so breadth of choice is key, from T-shirts to warm  
winter jackets. You also want to be comfortable,  
to keep moving without restriction and to feel you  
look good when you meet your customers. 

B&C Collection essential workwear styles are the ideal 
complement to the outdoor uniform that should be 
affordable and resilient while at the same time being 
comfortable and professionally appealing. Helping you 
get the job done we offer a wide selection of T-shirts, 
polo shirts, sweatshirts, fleece, bodywarmers and 
jackets designed to protect those who work outdoors,  
whatever the weather.

>  Functional styles with ergonomic cuts 
>  Quality durable and comfortable fabrics
>  Protective outerwear for all seasons
>  Wide range of colours and sizes
>  Consistent matching colours across ranges
>  Designed for decoration
>  B&C Duo Concept, tailored for men and women
>  Availability and quick delivery
>  Affordability
>  Consistency of styles and colours  

over time for your repeat orders

AN INSPIRATIONAL SELECTION, SEE MORE ON EACH PAGE OF THE B&C CATALOGUE OR ONLINE: WWW.BC-FASHION.EU
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Hard-working construction professionals need work 
clothing that is made to provide a high level of comfort 
and protection and is built to last. Whether you’re  
a construction worker, roadworks engineer, or other 
working professional, you need a uniform that fits 
well, provides solid protection and won’t fall apart 
after a few weeks on the job. 

B&C PRO Collection styles are made to be durable. 
What they lack in frills they make up for in function-
ality, with innovative fabrics, ergonomic cuts and 
heavy-duty features such as zippers and multiple 
pockets that add practicality. Of course, that doesn’t 
mean work clothing can’t look good too, all our work-
wear styles are designed to ensure your teams deliver 
the right image for your company – on and off-site.

-  Protection, durability, functionality and comfort

-  Innovative fabrics and technologies  
for added comfort and durability

-  Full uniform range: trousers, T-shirts,  
polo shirts, sweatshirt, softshell and jackets

-  Wide range of sizes in functional colours

-  Matching colours across ranges

-  Designed for decoration

-  Availability and quick delivery

-  Consistency of styles and colours  
over time for your repeat orders

CONSTRUCTION  
& ENGINEERING 
BUILT TO WORK

B&C Shield Softshell Pro
P. 374

B&C Expert Pro
P. 376

B&C UNIVERSAL PRO
P. 377

B&C PERFORMANCE PRO
P. 377

B&C  
KNEEPADS PRO 

P. 377
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B&C Coolpower Pro Polo
P. 378
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Whatever the job requires, it’s good business to make 
sure that your employees have high quality work 
clothing. Ideally, industrial workwear must be func-
tional, comfortable and provide necessary protection. 
It’s a bonus when it also has lasting durability, so 
your employees look good and feel good for longer.

B&C PRO Collection styles (trousers, T-shirts, polo 
shirts, sweatshirt, softshell and jackets) are tough 
and resilient while at the same time being comfort-
able and professionally appealing, thanks to innova-
tive fabrics and technologies. Functional and smart, 
all B&C PRO styles are designed to be decorated,  
so you can showcase your business too.

-  Functional styles with ergonomic cuts 

-  Quality durable and comfortable fabrics

-  Protection, durability, functionality and comfort

-  Innovative fabrics and technologies  
for added comfort and durability

-  Full uniform range: trousers, T-shirts,  
polo shirts, sweatshirt, softshell and jackets

-  Wide range of sizes in functional colours

-  Matching colours across ranges

-  Designed for decoration

-  Availability and quick delivery

-  Consistency of styles and colours over time  
for your repeat orders

INDUSTRIAL WEAR 
HEAVY DUTY PROTECTION

B&C Shelter Pro
P. 375
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B&C Perfect Pro
P. 380

B&C Hero Pro
P. 379
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Going from the office to the building site, from 
the boardroom to the shop floor, professionals 
in construction and industry need to look good 
wearing smart but functional clothes. Combining  
a corporate look with the protection needed in these 
tough environments can be a challenge – achieving  
a professional image with practical, comfortable  
and durable clothing. 

B&C Collection brings you a range of corporate and 
workwear garments that can combined to create  
the perfect professional look. Match a faultless  
corporate shirt with a functional softshell jacket 
designed to give ultimate protection on any building 
site, or for a more relaxed look choose a classic 
polo shirt with durable workwear trousers.  
All B&C Collection styles are made of high quality 
fabrics and feature ergonomic fits that ensure  
day long comfort. Quality functional details and  
an optimised surface for decoration make our styles 
the perfect calling card for your business.

-  Functional styles with ergonomic cuts

-  Corporate styles featuring elegant details 

-  Quality durable and comfortable fabrics

-  Wide range of sizes

-  Matching colours across ranges

-  Designed for decoration

-  Availability and quick delivery

-  Consistency of styles and colours  
over time for your repeat orders

ARCHITECTS, 
ENGINEERS  
& SURVEYORS 
SMART WORKWEAR
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B&C Hooded Softshell /men
P. 296

B&C Oxford SSL /men
P. 233

B&C Heavymill
P. 206
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